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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to trace the development 
of the theme and variations form from Brahms to the present, 
and in doing so to observe the effects on variation techniques 
of medium, idiom, artistic credo of the period, and individ-
uality of the composer. 
Sources of information are of two kinds: (1) the 
musical scores, and (2) books and periodicals dealing with 
musical subjects. The musical scores constitute the primary 
source of information, and examination of scores constitutes 
the chief method of approach. 
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CHAPTER I 
FORMS OF THE VARIATION 
The variation or, more fully, the theme with varia-
tions, is a musical form based upon the principle 
of presenting a musical idea (theme) in an arbitrary 
number of modifications (from four1to thirty or more) each of these being a "variation". ' 
Consideration of the classification of variation forms 
must then be based upon (1) types of themes and (2) techniques 
of variation. Types of thematic material fall into two classes: 
short themes and fully developed themes. 
Short themes are not complete tunes but are merely 
phrases of approximately four to eight measures in length and 
may consist merely of a scheme of harmonies or a bass line. In 
compositions using such a theme there is no pause between sue-
ceeding presentations of the theme. The class takes its name 
from the absence of pauses between presentations and is known 
as "continuous variations". 
Fully developed themes are the themes commonly associ-
ated with the term ntheme and variations". They are typically 
sixteen to thirty-two bars in length and are generally in simple 
binary form though they may occasionally be in ternary form. 
1. W. Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, "Variations", 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1944. 
1 
Since compositions using the fully developed theme are sectiona 
in nature, with pauses between each presentation of the theme, 
this class is called "sectional variations". 
Consideration of variation techniques involves the mat-
ter of the fixed and variable elements in a theme. 2 In general 
all variation forms (except the free variation) maintain the 
structure of the theme with regard to phraseology and cadential 
endings. Internal modulations or the key change at the end of 
the first section may be altered without destroying the basic 
structure of the theme. In addition to structure most varia-
tions maintain harmony as a fixed element. In Bach's "Goldberg 
Variations", for example, the harmonic scheme is clearly pre-
served in spite of such changes as the substitution of V for 
the supertonic, etc. In the classical period and in Beethoven, 
also, harmony is clearly recognizable as a fixed element. In 
the late nineteenth century, however, as harmony becomes in-
creasingly chromatic and distant modulations more common, 
harmony becomes more coloristic and less functional. Brahm~ r.s 
variations afford examples of considerable harmonic and tonal 
freedom within the framework of the fixed element of structure. 
We can distinguish, therefore, between variations which are 
merely structurally fixed, and those which are harmonically and 
structurally fixed. 
It seems evident that the more chromatic and vague th~ 
2. Ibid. "Varia tions". 
--' - ·-
2 
harmony, the less willing composers are to rely on it as a 
fil ed element, and the more necessary it is to have some 
I 
melodic connection between the theme and its variations in 
addition to the fixed element of structure. Bach does not 
he ~itate to use entirely new melodic material for each succeed-
' 
ing variation in the "Goldberg Variations", but Brahms more 
I 
ofl en has some motive of the theme present in his variations. 
Melody as a fixed element is used in three different 
wat s: (1) as a cantus firmus, where it is presented literally 
(often not in the top voice), (2) in an ornamented version 
I 
(where it is typically in the top voice), and (3) where motives 
frl m the theme are used as building material for a new melodic 
liJ e in the variation. In the twentieth century, where har-
1 
morty completely ceases to exist as a fixed element in the 
va1iation form, we find literal presentation of a melodic 
element used as the basis for variations (vi~., the passa-
ca~lias of Hfr.rlemith, Barber, etc.). 
I Having discussed the fixed elements in the va~iation, 
we can list briefly the methods by which variety is attained: 
1. Ornamentation of the theme 
2. Building a new melodic line by using motives 
from the theme 
3. Substituting an entirely new melody 
4. Changing the rhythm, tempo, and dynamics 
5. Changing the orchestration and/or register 
6. Changing the harmony and/or key scheme 
3 
7. Modification of the structure through expansion 
of the basic sections of the theme 
8. Abandonment of the structure (free variation) 
Discussion of variation types can be made with refer-
ence to the factors discussed above. In the category of the . 
continuous variation there are two types: the chaconne and 
the passacaglia. Apel mentions the "Numerous and futile at-
tempts"3 to make a clear distinction between them. Goetschius 
does, however, present a workable definition. 4 According to 
Goetschius the theme of the passacaglia is a bass melody an-
nounced alone and without accompaniment in its first presenta-
tion and appearing with few exceptions in the bass throughout 
the entire composition. The theme of a chaconne is essentially 
a series of chords although it may also include a melody {not, 
however, a bass melody). In the chaconne, then, the first 
presentation ·is harmonized, and the melody is in the top voice. 
The nature of the first presentation of the theme becomes of 
great importance in determining the classification. In the 
chaconne the melody may also be used as a fixed element al-
though it will not normally appear in the bass. Furthermore, 
the chaconne is more homophonic than the passacaglia. 
There are several difficulties involved in making a 
clear distinction between the two types. A series of harmonies 
3. Ibid., nchaconne and Passacaglia" 
4. Percy Goetschius, The Larger Forms of Musical Compo-
sition, New York: G. Schirmer, Inc., 1915, pp. 29 ff. 
4 
will, in the course of a long work, give rise to considerable 
repetition of a bass line, and from the repetitions it is often 
~ possible to reconstruct a ground bass. vVhether such a bass can 
be considered a true passacaglia theme depends on whether the 
bass so obtained makes a significant melodic line. Another 
problem results from the fact that the chaconne may or may not 
have a significant melody; and in those cases in which it does, 
its resemblance to the passacaglia is obvious. A case in point 
is the finale of Brahms'sFourth Symphony. As Goetschius points 
out,5 many writers have referred to it as a passacaglia. Actu-
ally it has all the features which Goetschius associates with 
the chaconne. The first presentation is harmonized, with the 
melody in the top voice, and so the harmonic scheme is estab-
lished as a significant fixed element. Furthermore, the move-
ment is homophonic in character. The fixed melody (the top 
voice of the first entry) appears in the bass in less than half 
the total number of presentations of the . theme (ten out of 
thirty). Nevertheless, the melody is present in almost all the 
variations, and this melody has very much the character of a 
bass line despite the fact that it is not used in the bass in 
the majority of the variations. 
Of the types of sectional variation the one with the 
most fixed elements is the ornamenting variation. In it, 
harmony, melody, and structure are the fixed elements; and the 
5. Ibid., pp. 29 ff. 
5 
~elody is merely ornamented differently in the succeeding 
variations. There are numerous examples in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, and some of Beethoven's finest variation 
movements (e.g., the finale of his last piano sonata, opus 111) 
use the ornamenting technique. 
Next in order of strictness are the structural varia-
tions. They are of two types: one in which harmony is strictly 
maintained and the melody completely dispensed with; and the 
other in which there is considerable freedom in harmony and 
modulation, and melodic elements of the theme are present. 
The master-work of the harmonic-structural variation is the 
"Goldberg Variations" of Bach. At the other extreme we have 
the melodic-structural variations of Hindemith, the third 
movement of the Eb Quartet (1943) and the Theme and Variations 
("The Four Temperaments"). In the Hindemith variations, where 
traditional harmony is no longer present, melody is closely 
observed. In Brahms, with his harmonic chromaticism and dis-
tant modulations, where both harmony and key scheme are fre-
quently modified in the variations, the melody is respected in 
most cases. Brahms frequently takes a motive from the original 
melody of the theme and from it constructs a new melodic line. 
Implicit in the nature of the continuous and sectional 
variations is the method of treatment. In the continuous 
variations we find unity and homogeneity; in the sectional 
variations, diversity and contrast. Continuous variations 
are characterized by gradual building up of sonority and 
6 
motion to""Vtard a climax. Very often more than one such building 
up process takes place in the course of one movement; and the 
repetition of the process, common in the continuous variations 
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, divides the movement 
into more than one section. Continuous variations are typicall 
in one key, and the element of tonal contrast is not present. 
The sectional variations of the nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies, on the other hand, have fre quent changes of key between 
' 
variations. Contrasts between variations in the matter of 
tempo and dynamics are basic. In many sectional variations 
individual variations are cast into recognizable types, such 
as the French Overture from the "Goldberg Variations" or the 
Siciliana and Music Box of Brahms~ "Variations on a Theme of 
Handel". Such variations are known as ttcharacter variations" 
in the narrowest sense of the term, but in a broader sense 
changes in character are fundamental to all of the structural 
variations. 
There is another class of variation that stands out as 
most . -·typical of the Romantic approach to form; that is the free 
variation. Here the harmony and structure of the theme are 
discarded, and the connection between themes and variations 
is purely melodic. Development of motives from the theme is 
one of the techniques used, and using a portion of the theme 
as a cantus firmus is another. The late nineteenth century saw 
the development of the free orchestral variation in the works 
7 
of Strauss and Reger. 
, 
It had its inception in the "Etudes 
Symphoniques" and F-minor Piano Sonata of Schumann. 
Another aspect of variation techniques is the function 
of idiom and medium in the choice of techniques. The influence 
of harmonic styles has been touched upon. The less firm the 
harmonic basis is, the more melody must be relied upon. In re-
gard to medium, the clavier is the chief medium for variations 
in which harmony and structure are the fixed elements. Groups 
of instruments favor a more melodic approach. The free varia-
tion received its greatest development in the orchestra. The 
piano variations of Robert Schumann are an apparent exception 
to the rule. However, as Spitta6 points out, Schumann devoted 
the first part of his career solely to pianoforte m~sic; and he 
treated the piano in an orchestral manner. He uses a kind of 
"orchestral polyphony" according to Spitta and uses extended 
intervals and the sustaining pedal to a large degree. The titlE 
"Symphonic Etudes" is significant of his orchestral approach 
and is particularly interesting in view of the later applicatior 
of the free variation to the orchestra. Orchestral use of the 
piano, and, in general, preoccupation with sonority for its own 
sake, are characteristics of the Romantic movement.? 
6. Philip Spitta, 11 Schumann", Grove's Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians, 3rd edition, New York: Macmillan, 1935. 
7. Paul Lang, "Liszt and the Romant.ic Movement'~ Musical 
Quarterly, XXII, p. 317 ff. 
CHAPTER II 
THE STRUCTURAL VARIATION IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
ROlVIANTICISM 
Romanticism had its origins in a literary school of 
the late eighteenth century, a school formed by such writers 
as Wackenroder (1773-1798), Ludwig Tieck (1773-1853), and 
Novalis (1772-1801). This school 
in search for relief from the supposed or real 
prosiness and shallowness of their surroundings, 
went back to the literature and culture of the 
middle ages with its valiant knights, gracious 
ladies, and pious monks, adopting the term "ro-
mantisch" as an expression of the spirit of the 
Romanesque era (eleventh and twelfth centuries). 
From this movement musicians took over the general 
feeling of "longing for something non-existent", 
a propensity for dream and vision, for the fanci-
ful and the emotional ------- Musical romanticism 
may, therefore, be characterized as an art which 
emphasizes the subjective and emotional possibili-
ties of music and neglects the formal and structural 
point of view.l 
Romanticism stresses those aspects of music which make 
for immediate appeal to the emotions of the listener and lays 
little stress on those which are less obvious. The music tends 
to be cast in short phrases of equal length. Elements of 
1 A 1 . t fiR · t . . " • pe , 2.£• £_., oman ~c~srn. • 
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thematic and tonal contrast which were the basis of classical 
form were of less importance to the romanticist, while har-
monic chromaticism as a coloristic feature came to be exploited. 
VARIATION TYPES IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
Of the variation forms of the nineteenth century, two 
had their prototypes in the Baroque period: the structural 
variation and the continuous variations (the chaconne and passa-
caglia). A third type, the free variation, was completely a 
product of the nineteenth century. 
The nineteenth century expressed itself chiefly in two 
media: the intimate medium of the solo piano,and the grandiose 
medium of the full-blown romantic orchestra; the microcosm and 
the macrocosm. The structural variation, with its freedom from 
the strict melodic discipline of the classical ornamenting 
variation, proved a fertile ground for the cultivation of key-
board variations. The free variation, with its dependence on 
melodic motives, reached its fullest development in the orches-
tra. The continuous variations represent the more conservative 
aspects of Romanticism. Not as popular as the other types, 
they are found in orchestral and organ works. The orchestral 
chaconne of Brahms, the finale of his Fourth Symphony, has a 
fixed melodic element. 
The structural variation flourished chiefly in the first 
three-quarters of the century. Johannes Brahms, (1833-1897), 
10 
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Camille Saint-Saens (1835-1921), and Edvard Grieg (1843-1907) 
wrote structural variations. During the closing years of the 
century the free variation became prominent, but the structural 
variation persisted well into the twentieth century with Gabriel 
Faur~ (1845-1924) and Max Reger (1873-1916. 2 
The free variation, to be sure, had had its beginnings 
early in the nineteenth century with the works of Robert 
"" Schumann. Schumann's "Etudes Symphoniquesn opus 13 (1834) and 
the third movement of his F-minor Sonata for Piano, opus 14 
/ (1836), are examples. The "Etudes" showed some departures from 
the basic structure of the theme and the F-minor Sonata even 
more. 
BRAHMS 
Brahms tends toward conservatism. While the path that 
Schumann laid out was followed by Franck, Strauss, and Reger, 
Brahms turned to classical structure. His earliest variations, 
itten on a theme of Schumann, dedicated to Schumann, and show-
Schumann's influence, were among his freest. Only in another 
of variations written later on another theme of Schumann's 
he again deviate from the structure of his theme. Brahms's 
reoccupation with form at a time when interest in form was at 
'ts lowest ebb, precluded his employment of a method which dis-
egarded structure. The finale of his Fourth Symphony is a 
Z, Robert u. Nelson, 
Los An eles· Universit 
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masterpiece of planning on a large scale. Working within the 
framework of the chaconne, he constructs the finale so that it 
takes on a two part form with a free recapitulation. 
The Piano Works . Brahms's Variations on a Theme of 
Robert Schumann, opus 9 (1854), shows the influence of Schumann 
in the freedom with which he treats the structure of the theme. 
His method of varying the structure, however, differs from 
Schumann's. Rather than abandon the basic structure of the 
theme, Brahms extends and develops the sections of the theme 
so that a measure for measure correspondence no longer exists, 
although the basic form is still present. Brahms often ex-
tends sections by introducing modulating sequences which may 
carry him to distant keys. The key schemes are also changed. 
For example, in the third variation the middle section, which 
appears in c# minor in the theme, begins in c# minor and then 
abruptly shifts to C minor. The shift to C minor causes the 
recapitulation to begin in F minor instead of F# minor. In 
the fourth variation the middle section begins in D instead of 
c# minor. There is always some melodic connection with either 
the melody or bass of the theme, a characteristic of the free 
variation. 
The second variation is interesting in that four 
measures of the theme are condensed into one 9/8 measure. 
12 
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Metrically the condensation results in a three a gainst four 
reduction of the theme. (It is a device used by Hindemith in 
the variation movement of his Eb String Quartet.) The varia-
tion is based on the bass of the theme. (See example 1) 
Variation 16 is also based on the bass of the theme 
and bears a striking resemblance to Impromtu no. 1 of the Schu-
mann "Impromptus on a Theme of Clara · Wieckn. (See example 2) 
In the opus 9 Variations Brahms introduces several 
contrapuntal devices after the manner of the ttGoldberg Varia-
=-==~===---
ions". No. 8 is a canon at the octave; no. 14 a canon in secon 
nd no. 15 a canon in sixths. No. 10 has a mirror canon in the 
irst phrase with the treble having the bass of the original the 
nd the bass simultaneously sounding the mirror.3 
The variations on an original theme, op:us 2l . no. 1 (1861} 
adhere to the harmony and structure of the theme. Pairing of 
variations is carried out quite consistently. Variations 1 and 
use the same bass figure. 4 has a similar figure to 3 at twice 
the speed. Variations 5 and 6 have a similar two part texture 
though 5 is a canon in contrary motion; variations 7 and 8 expl~~ 
a similar hocket effect; variations 9 and 10 have similar sonor~J • 
Variation 11 (the finale) begins with a texture similar to that 
the theme and also uses the bass figure from the first variation 
at the end. 
The "Variations on a Hungarian Folk Song" opus 21 no. 2 
(1861) follows the melody more closely than opus 21 no. 1. The 
elody appears in the bass in variations 1 and 7. The closing 
ovement, a rondo, contains a canon at the third below. Brahms 
employs dynamic contrasts between variations. (Var. 1 ff, 2, 
mf, 3, p, etc.) Variation pairs are found here also. 
The "Variations on a Theme of Handel" are also strict 
structurally and harmonically. Brahms uses a canon at the octav 
in variation 6 and pairing of variations is found here too. 
Variations 5 and 6 are in a minor key and are based on similar 
3. Cf. Karl Geiringer, Brahm~ His Life and Work, Boston 
=====1\l'!-.nd::N.ew: You-· o.u~b.t,o.ll--Mif..fll~~:gp----2Jll...__ff: 
14 
figuration and texture. Variations 7 and 8 are a pair, both 
using a "trumpet" motive. Variation 19 is a Siciliana and 21 
a Music Box. The work closes with a fugue. 
The "Variations on a Theme of Paganini" are harmonicall 
and structurally fixed but not based on the melody. They make 
great demands on virtuosity. 
The Chamber Music. In the variations of Brahms' chambe 
music works, the Sextet opus 36~ third movement, and the Trio, 
opus 87, second movement, melodic connection is maintained be-
tween variations by means of motives derived from the theme. 
Such melodic devices are compatible with the resources afforded 
by music for several instruments, as opposed to clavier music. 
For example, in the trio opus 87, second movement, t he 
theme begins as follows (example 3): 
The first variation is built .on the first four notes 
of the theme (example 4): 
15 
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Similarly, continuity of melodic motives is maintained 
between the first and second variations. At the end of the 
first variation the theme is unvaried (example 5): 
·- \ 
From it a motive is derived for the second variation (example ): 
In one case the accompaniment serves as the link between varia 
tions. The accompaniment to the theme is as follows (example 
,. ~X~ 
. \ . 
..... ~~~.- 1\. 1\. 
[7 •• 
I ~ ~ . ·~ 
• • a. 
,.,. ' .& 
--.. 
In the variation the accompaniment is transformed and a new 
melody written. The accompaniment is constructed as follows 
(example 8): 
16 
The same procedure is seen in the Brahms Sextet opus 36, 
second movement. Here is the theme (example 9): 
and here is the beginning of the first variation (example 10): 
In this procedure Brahms differs from earlier composers such as 
Bach, ~"'ho, in his "Goldberg Variationsn , treated each variation 
as a separate thematic entity. 
The opus 36 is remarkable for its contrapuntal treatment 
It is in the variations of the poco adagio that the 
polyphonic methods attain their greatest reach, and 
give to the music a spirituality, a contemplative 
depth which we shall find only in the quartets of 
the later Beethoven. This set of variations is not 
only an extraordinary technical feat for a composer 
in his early 30's, in the spirit that lies behind 
the notes it shows a mature serenity that makes it 
one of the greatest movements anywhere in Brapms.4 
His contrapuntal ingenuity shows itself both in use of imitation 1 
and in his skill in texture. Brahms shows great skill in 
adapting the structural variation to various instrumental en-
sembles, such as the works mentioned above and the orchestral 
ariations on a theme of Haydn. 
The Romantic composers stressed choice of themes to a 
4. Daniel Gregory Mason, The Chamber IVIusic of Brahms, 
ew York: ~~cmillan, 1933 p. 61. 
17 
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greater extent than at any time before.5 It became more usual 
for the composer to write his ovm themes as the basis for his 
variations in contrast to Beethoven, for example, who wrote 33 
variations on a waltz sent to him by Diabelli (who simultaneousl 
sent the same theme to 50 other composers). In the variation 
movements which were parts of larger compositions, Brahms used 
his own themes though many of his independent variation works 
were written on borrowed themes (Schumann, Handel, Paganini, 
Haydn). His choice of themes, however, particularly the theme 
for the "Haydn Variations", indicates Brahms's feeling for the 
importance of the theme. 
The "Haydn Variations". The "Haydn Variations" show the 
influence of their pianistic inception in the fact that the 
melodic aspects of the theme receive less stress than they do in 
tthe chamber works, and harmony is somewhat more important as a 
fixed element. The finale is an exception. Here Brahms uses a 
passacaglia, which certainly would be unidiomatic for solo 
piano. The bass is used literally throughout the finale and is 
the basic fixed element. 
MAX REGER 
In Reger's orchestral variations the influence of the 
orchestra is more marked than in the nHaydn Variations". In the 
5. Cf. Nelson, ££• cit., p. 95 
18 
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Variations and Fugue on theme of Mozart the cantus firmus 
technique is employed in several of the variations. In the 
e first variation the theme is stated literally in the tonic 
I 
e I 
key (A major), and in the second it is transposed to F and in~ 
verted. In the 7th variation it is again stated literally in F 
In the 3rd and 6th variations the notes of the theme are used 
literally but in equal values instead of in the original rhythm 
The 4th and 8th variations are free, and the 5th is built on a 
motive from the theme in a manner similar to the Brahms chamber 
works, i.e., a new melodic line is built from the thematic 
motive. The figuration used in this composition in variations 
where the cantus firmus technique is employed is of the kind 
that borders between the thematic and purely coloristic. In 
this respect it is somewhat reminiscent of the early cantus 
firmus variations of the Spanish composers of the sixteenth 
century. This work lacks the motive organization of Brahms's 
chamber works (example 11): 
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Here is an example of the kind of figuration that Reger 
introduces (from the first variation). Note that the figures 
have no connection with the theme. One is a string figure 
(example 12): 
and the other a trill figure (example 13): 
In the 7th variation (in F) the cantus firmus is in the lower 
strings while the violins have a chromatic counterpoint (example 
14mJ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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FAURE 
Other late nineteenth century contributions to the 
liberature of the structural variation are Gabriel Faur~'s 
' "Theme et Variations" for piano, Camille Saint Saens's "Varia-
tions on a Theme of Beethoven 11 for two pianos, and Grieg's 
"Ballade". The works of the two French composers are conserva-
tive in approach; the Saint Saens work is largely a simple 
ornamenting variation. I' Faure's theme has the romantic charac-
teristics of chromatic harmony and short phrases of equal 
length; the rhythm of the theme is rather obvious. The varia-
tions are built on consistent and logical use of motives de-
rived from the ascending fi gure at the beginning of the theme 
(example 15) : 
=====H-"=-- ---
Here are several examples of how this ascending figure is made 
the basis of the variations (example 16): 
.M 16. 
The 7th variation is a canon. 
GRIEG 
Grieg 1 s contribution to the literature of the structura 
variation is the "G minor Ballade" for piano. Grieg's treatmen 
of the form is typical of the period. His harmony is quite 
chrom~tic, with lines moving along the chromatic scale for pas-
sages of considerable length. Changes in ·character are quite 
marked with decided contrasts in tempo and dynamics. Each var-
iation tends to have its own figure, usually quite pianistic, 
used consistently within the variation but having no connection 
with the theme. Elements of the ornamenting variation appear 
occasionally. 
22 
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CHAPTER III 
THE FREE VARIATION IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
INTRODUCTION 
The Free Variation and Romanticism. The free variation 
represents the epitome of Romanticism in the variation form. 
In its complete emancipation from the structural and harmonic 
elements of the theme -- the fixed elements of all previous 
variation forms -- it represents a vehicle of personal expres-
sion free from "academicn limitations. In its employment of 
the orchestra as a medium, it stresses the coloristic aspects 
and lends itself to the gigantism characteristic of late Romanti 
cism. 
Program Music and the Leitmotif. Another aspect of the 
late nineteenth century and one which influenced the free varia-
tion is the concept of program music. Program music is: 
Music inspired by, a nd suggestive of, a program, i.e., 
al'l. extra-musical id.ea indicated in the title of the 
piece and sometimes substantiated in explanatory re-
marks or in a preface.l 
Early examples of program music are found in the works of 
seventeenth and eighteenth century composers such as Francois 
1. Apel, QQ. cit., nprogram Music". 
Couperin,and J. S. Bach with his word painting in arias and 
chorale preludes. Program music includes two devices: 
In the development of program music, a general 
trend leading from the pictorial to the psychological 
can be seen. Prior to 1600, musicians limited them-
selves to imitation of natural sounds (birds, battle-
cries, thunder, trumpets, fanfares, etc.), of bodily 
movements (flight, running, hobbling) or of words 
which associate themselves with movements (e.g., 
heaven-high; death-fall). Beginning with the seven-
teenth century we find an increased portraying of 
simple psychological phenomena which are "translated" 
into music by means of associated movements or sounds. 
For instance, anguish is portrayed by trembling or 
staggering motion, confidence by secure and wide 
steps, joy by a melody reminiscent of laughter, sor-
row by descending steps in chromatic succession, etc. 
It appears, then, that there exist only two possibili-
ties of illustrative program music, namely imitation 
of sounds and imitation of movements, and that these 
may be used either directly, or indirectly by way of 
association.2 
Except where actual sounds of nature are imitated, the associa-
tion with the extra-musical idea must be made by some sort of 
verbal explanation. 
In connection with the concept of program music the 
leitmotif is important. It was the fundamental method of 
composition in Wagner's later operas. It involved: 
Representation of the acting personalities, of 
typical situations and of recurrent ideas by 
musical motives.3 
This method had an important influence on the symphonic poem, 
and through it, on such examples of the free variation as 
2. Ibid., "Program Music" 
3. Ibid. , "Leitmotif". 
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Strauss 's'bon Quixote." 
Defenders of the leitmotif technique maintain that 
extr~-musical associations are an inescapable part of the ex-
perience of listening to music, and since this is so, the com-
poser may well control these associations. The use of the 
leitmotif makes the program of a composition an element of 
compositional organization, i.e., of form. In such examples 
of the free variation as"Don Quixote'! which describes the in-
cidents in a tale, combining of motives is influenced by the 
events which are described. From a purely musical point of 
view the resulting form may be haphazard; it depends for its 
effectiveness on the fact that the listener is acquainted with 
the program. 
Techniques of the Free Variation; With the rejection 
of the harmonic and structural elements of the theme as fixed 
elements, the connection with the original theme comes to de-
pend on melody. This melodic connection is maintained through 
the employment of motive _· development and theme transformation. 
The free variation may be more closely compared to the develop-
ment section of the sonata than to any other previous form. 
Treatment is freer, however. Development, according to Apel, 
Consists in the unfolding of the thematic material 
(themes, subjects) by means such as segmentation 
into fragments, iteration of themes or fragments 
thereof in various keys (usually modulatory), modi-
fication (frequently rhythmic) of motives, fugal 
25 
treatment, combination of different material in 
contrapuntal fashion, etc. These devices are 
used in a manner designed to bring about a feel-
ing of evolution and growth, of higher "tempera-
ture" of dynamic stress and climax.4 
Thematic metamorphosis, a characteristically nineteent 
century procedure, is also employed. It is defined as 
tion 
The modification of a musical subject or motive 
made with a view to "changing its personality". 
This is a nineteenth century device which differs 
markedly from earlier, more tec~nical methods of 
modification, as, e.g., the augmentation of diminu-
tion of a fugal subject, or the ornamentation of 
a theme.::> 
Nelson refers to this procedure as thematic transforma-
wherein long sections of a theme are radically 
altered in rhythm, tempo, and dynamics, and so 
on, while the main outlines of6the original melodic contour are preserved. 
The free variation, in rejecting harmony as an element 
of form paved the way for the breakdown of harmony (as did the 
music drama and the tone poem, to which it is closely allied). 
Emergence of the Free Variation. The earliest examples 
of variations which departed from the original form of the 
theme occurred in the second quarter of the nineteenth century 
in the works of Robert Schumann. Two of his most interesting 
4. Ibid., "Development" 
5. Ibid., "Metamorphosis" 
6. Nelson, 2£• cit., p. 26. 
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""" works from the point of view of form are the "Etudes Symphon-
iques" and the third movement of the F minor Sonata. 
, 
The "Etudes Symphoniques" are based on a theme composed 
by Baron von Fricken. The theme is in symmetrical binary form 
and is composed of two eight bar phrases. Etude 7 is a good 
example of Schumann's technique. It is in the relative major 
of the original key and the form is modified to a rounded binar 
form
7 
with a full recapitulation. In the Etude the second 
section is more than twice as long as the first. The Etude is 
built on the following figure (example 17): 
The connection with the theme is maintained by the introduction 
of its opening bars as a cantus firmus during the second sec-
tion of the variation (example 18): 
7. Apel, .2.£• cit., "Binary Form". 
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The third movement of Schumann's F minor Sonata for 
Piano opus 14 (1836) marked "Quasi Variazioni" is perhaps more 
e interesting than the Symphonic Etudes from the point of view of 
treatment of the variation form. The movement is based on an 
andantino of Clara Wieck. The theme is not presented in its 
entirety before the first variation begins. Three phrases of 
the theme are presented, and where the recapitulation would be 
expected, the first variation begins, without pause. The first 
variation uses the first phrase of the theme and part of the 
second and completely disregards the structure of the theme. 
It ends on a half cadence. The second variation is an orna-
menting variation and presents the theme in its completed form 
for the first time. The third and fourth variations are based 
on figures derived from the theme and are free. 
Early examples of the free variation are sectiona~; 
such pieces as Dvorak's'Pianoforte Variations~ opus 36 (1876) 
and Tschaikowsky's"Variations on a Rococo Theme" for cello and 
orchestra, op~s 78 (1877) 8 are sectional, as are the Schumann 
variations mentioned above. The first example of oontinuous 
free variation form is in Cesar Franck's "Variations Symphon-
iques" for Piano and Orchestra (1885)9. 
8. Nelson, 2£• cit., p. 112. 
9. Ibid., p. 112. 
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CESAR FRANCK, "VARI ATI ONS SYMPHONIQUES" 
Cesar Franck's "Variations Symphoniques" show conser-
vatism in that they are absolute music; and that there is some 
use of harmony and structure as fixed elements. Nevertheless, 
thematic development and metamorphosis are employed, and the 
work is continuous. It falls into four ~~ell-defined sections, 
although t here is no pause between them. The first section, 
lasting 99 barsi is introductory and consists of a free 
fantasy on the material to be used. The second section con-
sists of a theme and five variations and lasts 150 bars. The 
third section is a brief interlude of 35 bars based on the 
theme which is to become the first theme of the sonata-form 
·allegro which constitutes the fourth and final section of 176 
bars. 
The first section introduces several thematic frag-
ments (examples 19- 22): 
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Of these, example 20 is the one which is most used in 
the introduction, and is also used as the basis of the third 
section (interlude), and (in a transformation) as the first 
theme of the sonata form fourth section. Example 22 is (in its 
complete form) used as the basis for the five variations of the 
second section; and, in a transformed version, as the second 
theme of the fourth section. As used in the variation section 
it is the longest and most complete of the themes in this work. 
Example 19 has a rather close rhythmic similarity to example 
22, a similarity which becomes more obvious in one of the 
variations (example 23): 
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The similarity may be fortuitous. It is mentioned neither in 
Nelson10 nor Demuth11 • The first section develops the material 
presented in free fashion. 
The second section varies the theme of example 22 in it 
complete form (example ' 24): 
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This section applies conventional variation techniques to the 
concerto instrumentation. The first variation is an ornamentin · 
41t variation in which piano and orchestra alternate as shown (ex-
ample 25): 
- --
The second is a cantus firmus variation with the cantus firmus 
alternating between the lower and upper strings. In the third 
variation the harmony and structure are the fixed elements -
as is typical of the structural variation - though the rhythm 
of the theme is also suggested. Here the piano plays the varia 
tion with very discreet accompaniment from the orchestra. The 
fourth variation is much freer and longer and modulates through 
several keys. It contains thematic development and there is 
marked character change. The fifth and final variation of the 
section is in the form of a cantus firmus variation though the 
intervals of the original melody are altered (example 26): 
i'tJ~~ 
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The third section is brief and is based on the thernein example 
2, which is treated as a cantus firmus. The fourth section, 
the longest, is organized along sonata form lines, as mentioned 
12 13 in both Nelson and Demuth • 
RICHARD STRAUSS - LATE ROMANTICISM AT ITS HEIGHT 
Richard Strauss's tone poem "Don Quixote" subtitled 
"fantastic variations on a theme of knightly character", is an 
example of late Romanticism at its height in its influence on 
the theme and variations. It is a program vmrk and makes use 
of leitmotifs. 
"Don Quixote" was composed in 1897, when Strauss was 
33 years old. It had been preceded by "Aus Italien" (1887), 
"Don Juan" (1888), works of lesser importance, and then came 
"Tod und Verkl£rung", "Till Eulenspiegel" (1895), "Also Sprach 
Zarathustra" ( 1896). 
notes: 
According to the Boston Symphony Orchestra program 
Strauss is said to have written and allowed to be 
inserted in the printed programs of early perform-
ances identifications of each variation. An elabor-
ate and detailed explanation by Arthur Hahn appeared 
in Schlesinger's 11MusikfUhrer". · The composer has 
given no authorization of these. Certain notes 
were allowed in a published piano version. In the 
full score only two verbal clues appear; over the 
12. Nelson, .Q.£• cit., p. 153. 
13. Demuth, 2£• cit., p. 73. 
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theme of Don Quixot€1 is inscribed "Don Quixote, 
the Knight of the Sorrowful Countenance" and 
over the theme of the squire, which shortly fol-
lows, only his name "Sancho Panza". The varia-
tions are no more than numbered, save where there 
is an occasional adjective attached to the tempo 
indication. The introduction is marked "Ritterlich 
and Gallant", the second variation, "Kriegerischn.I4 
Nevertheless the program notes identify other themes, 
such as Dulcinea's theme (example 27), and also describe such 
events as Don Quixote's joust with the windmills and his attac 
on the flock of sheep, etc. 
In his bookl5 Thomas Armstrong gives a full description 
of the work. The introduction tells how Don Quixote came to 
start on his journey. The part marked "theme" contrasts the 
themes of the two main characters, Don Quixote and Sancho Panza 
Variation 1 describes the attack on the windmills and a gain 
brings in Dulcinea's theme combined with an amusing reference 
to the Liebestod tpeme in Tristan. Variation 2 des cribes the 
episode of the sheep. Variation 3 is, ~ccording to Strauss, 
14. "Boston Symphony Orchestra Program Notes', 69th sea-
son (1949-50), XI X, pp. 1020-1046. 
0 
Thomas Armstron 
· Press 
Strauss's Tone Poems, London: 
"Sancho's proverbs, comments, questions and demands; Don 
Quixote's instructions, appeasements, and promises". In var-
41t iation 4 is described the adventure of the image being carried 
in procession; here Strauss introduces a new theme represent-
ing the chanting of the procession {example 28): 
~lt·U V'AR.l]!: 
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Variation 5 describes -Don Quixote's night of vigil over his 
armor. Variation 6 describes the enchantment of Dulcinea. 
Here a gain a new theme is introduced to describe the peasant 
woman whom Sancho Panza brings when Don Quixote sends him to 
fetch Dulcinea (example 29): 
• 
-
Variation 7 describes the adventure of the magic horse, etc. 
The techniques used by Strauss in Don Quixote consist 
of: 
1. Combining themes contrapuntally (example 30): 
35 
2. Free transformation of themes; it is this procedure 
that makes the contrapuntal combinations possible. It often. 
includes change of intervals and modulation (example 31); 
3. Combining themes, or motives from themes in the 
same line; a procedure that may be dictated by the requirements 
of the program (also in example 30). 
Essentially"Don Quixote"is a tone poem with its divi-
sion into variations based on the episodes of a literary work. 
Its techniques are techniques of thematic development. Nelson 
36 
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quotes Leichtentritt16: 
Leichtentritt appears to regard such developments 
as the primary technique •••••• of Strauss's "Don 
Quixote" he says: 
"The individual variations are completely self 
contained character pieces, which are connected 
with the variation form only so far as the motives 
of the theme are woven into every single variation." 
In addition, other themes are introduced in accordance 
J 
with the requirements of the program. Strauss's · music is har-
monic though freely modulatory. Yet tonality is not an element 
of form as it is in the structural variation. Strauss only 
lays harmony aside completely for such special effects as the 
bleating of the sheep in variation 2. 
MAX REGER ,- 11HILLER VARIATIONS" 
Reger's "Variations and Fugue on a Theme of Hiller" 
are also an example of the free variation. v'lritten in 1907, 
they represent a return to the concept of absolute music, while 
retaining the techniques .developed in the realm of program 
music. His techniques include the literal use of the theme or 
parts of the theme as a cantus firmus; development of motives 
from the theme; and introduction of new material. The fugue 
which ends the work has a subject which has no connection with 
the theme, but during the course of the fugue references to the 
original theme appear as well as references to the new material 
· 16. Nelson, ££• cit., p. 25. 
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introduced in the course of the work. The "~lozart Variations'il 
also end with a fugue whose subject is not based on the main 
theme. However, in the "Mozart Variations" the first section 
of the Mozart theme returns literally as a cantus firmus at the 
end of the fugue. 
The "Hiller Variationsn contain some canonic imitation, 
though counterpoint is not used to the extent that it is in 
Strauss. In this work, as in the "lv1ozart Variations", there 
is considerable figuration that lies on the borderline between 
thematic and purely coloristic. The original melody is treated 
with progressively increasing freedom during the course of the 
work. The theme is taken from a Singspiel of Johann Adam Hille 
(1728-1804) (example 32): 
An interesting example of Reger's procedure occurs in 
the third varation. The variation begins with a motive derived 
17. Loc. cit., p. 19 ff. 
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from the theme (example 33): 
It begins in A and cadences in B minor. In this motive an 
ornamental figure is introduced, and later on in the variation 
the ornamental figure is made the basis of passage work (ex-
ample 34): 
In this variation is another example of how Reger derives his 
music from tpematic motives (example 35): 
It is a freely modulatory sequential treatment of a thematic 
motive. 
CONCLUSIONS - INFLUENCE OF THE ORCHESTRA 
ON VARIATION TECHNIQUES 
The free orchestral variation of the late nineteenth 
century shows the fundamental changes that took place in the 
variation form in the development of an idiomatic orchestral 
variation technique. From its inception the variation form 
was closely linked with the stringed keyboard instruments. In 
its most idiomatic application to the keyboard it involved the 
maintenance of harmonic and structural elements of the theme 
combined with the invention of new figuration which could be 
quite pianistic if not in the virtuoso manner. The harmonic 
approach in piano writing is idiomatic both from the point of 
view of keyboard technique and from the point of view of the 
sound of the instrument. Until the late nineteenth century the 
pianistic approach prevailed; then the free variation, which 
became characteristically orchestral, came into being and with 
it the harmonic and structural fixed elements were discarded. 
In c?nnection with the linear style that finds its best realiza 
·' tiOn :in .music for groups of instruments, the relationship bet\'lfeen 
the theme and its variations came to be melodic. In its 
strictest application it led to use of the cantus firmus, as 
is found in Franck's nsymphonic Variationsn, and to a lesser 
40 
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extent in the "Hiller Variations". In its freer application 
it led to the use of thematic transformation and thematic 
development. It is noteworthy that the only place in the work 
studied in Chapter III in whic h harmony and structure are main 
tained as the fixed elements is in the Franck variations where 
the variation is played on the piano. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE CONTINUOUS VARIATION 
I N THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
FRANZ LISZT 
Liszt's work in the continuous variation form is his 
variations on a theme of J. S. Bach for organ, entitled "Var -
iationen uber den Basso Continuo des Ersten Satz des Cantate 
' Weinen, Klagen, Angst und Noth sind des Christen Thr~nenbrod'" 
Liszt's treatment of the form is typical of Romanticism 
with its tendency towards freedom from formal restrictions. 
His choice of theme, with its descending chromatic motive, is 
typical of romantic harmony and offers little in the way of 
melodic articulation (example 36): 
&lAAI't.E 3' 
The work begins with a slow introduction based on the 
theme, and the movement proper begins with a simple two-pa:ct 
contrapuntal texture (typical of basso ostinato compositions). 
As the work progresses it becomes more homophonic with in-
creasingly greater stress on instrumental fi guration and 
42 
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sonority. As Paul Lang points out: 
1 
The promotion of sonority to an element of inspira-
tion is perhaps the most i mportant single factor in 
musical Romanticism. 
The ostinato sometimes appears in upper voices and is fre-
quently varied. The ending of the theme is sometimes changed 
so that the chromatic beginning bears the thematic burden. The 
work also contains an episode which departs completely from the 
four bar phrase of the theme (example 37): 
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Towards the end, a free recitative is introduced. The work 
closes with a chorale whose diatonic theme and harmony contrast 
strongly with the rest of the composition. The chromatic char-
acter of the theme (particularly since tpe cadential ending is 
often changed) combined with the chromatic lines that are char-
1. Paul La'ng, "Liszt and the Romantic Movement", l-1us-
ical Quarterly no. XXJI. 
acteristic of Liszt's voice leading, make it difficult to de-
cide upon what is of thematic significance, and what is not. 
~ In places the music seems to dissolve into a cascade of chrom-
aticism. In example 38 the descending chromatic tetrachord 
characteristic of the theme is extended to cover an augmented 
I 
I 
fourth. The fact that it is possible to attach thematic sig-
nificance to any descending chromatic line becomes a weakness 
where it is exploited (cf. also example 37),(example 38): 
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Liszt's variations mark the reintroduction of the con-
tinuous variation in the nineteenth century. From this point, 
treatment of the form shows greater strictness and more atten-
tion to formal unity. 
BRAH~JIS 
Brahms's works in continuous variation form are the 
finale of the Haydn Variations (opus 56a, 1874) and the finale 
~ of his Fourth Symphony (opus 98, 1885). 
The theme of the Haydn Variations finale is unusual in 
that it is five bars long; it has the character of a hanmonic 
44 
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bass (example 39): 
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The theme appears in the bass for its first twelve presenta-
tions without modification. Brahms makes use of motives from 
it in the upper voice; his use of the rising fourth motive from 
the beginning of the theme is particularly prominent (example 
40): 
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During the course of the first twelve presentations 
faster movement is gradually introduced; first quarter note 
movement, then quarter note triplets, then ei ghth notes, fol-
lov'led by eighth note triplets. Towards the last of these first 
twelve presentations, motives from the bass are gradually dis-
carded from the upper voices and the ostinato becomes more and 
more obscured. Finally in the thirteenth entry, it is intro-
duced in an upper voice (played by the oboe) in the minor mode 
where it now has an element of freshness after having been 
gradually obscured. It remains in the upper voices with 
-~=-== -------------- --· -~=="-==--- ==-==-=" 
coloristic figuration woven around it. Motives from the Haydn 
theme creep in while the ostinato subsides to the bass once 
more. At last the Haydn theme is introduced ff in the strings, 
while the woodwinds have rushing scale passages in sixteenth 
notes; and the movement is brought to a close. 
The finale of Brahms's Fourth Symphony is a chaconne2 
which falls into two large sections (bars 1-128 and 129-248) 
each of which is subdivided into two parts, so that the movemen 
constitutes a two-part form A B/A' B'. There are, however, no 
key changes involved. The first part of the first sectiom is 
characterized by a gradual building up of motion (1-81). The 
second part has contrastingly quieter motion and lower dynamic 
level and the presentations of the theme are paired. The 
first part of the second section begins ff with a repetition 
of the theme as it was sounded originally and corresponds 
in plan to the first part of the first section (129-176). 
The second part of the second section (177-248) corresponds 
in plan to the second part of the first section, with quieter 
motion and pairing of entries. The fixed melody appears in 
all the variations but occasionally is concealed (see ex-
ample 41): 
2. Loc. cit., p. 5. 
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The treatment is much .:tr.e.er than in the finale of the Haydn Var-
iat i.ons and the texture is more homophonic. The harmonies are 
not kept strictly, though the basic harmonic scheme is main-
tained (compare examples 42 and 43): 
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In several places the ending of the theme is changed (example 
44): I 
T 
J 
*"'If"~/ . l . 11~: t r J I J If ! tl r J I ~ '~ 1~ ltJ. l J. I :J I J •t 
The theme is announced first as a melody accompanied by 
block chords in chorale fashion. The theme is doubled in flute , 
oboes and trombones (see example 42). The second presentation 
has the theme in the strings an octave lower. In the third 
presentation the theme is in the violas, which have the top 
voice of the string section while the woodwinds have a new 
~ melody. The fourth presentation continues the pattern of the 
third but with the theme in the violins. The theme then .. . 
:Pe_come.s. the bass while the figuration of the upper voices 
becomes increasingly complex. Finally, the -texture becomes 
simplified, but the theme is concealed. The music dies down 
to a whisper with a flute solo (example 41). Against pp trom-
bone chords the strings have a figure in which the theme ap-
pears but not ostentatiously. Then, in the sixteenth varia-
tion the theme is announced ff in the original orchestration. 
The procedure is similar to that of the Haydn Variations where 
the melodic outlines of the ostinato become increasingly 
obscured and surrounded by figuration until the point where it 
can be effectively announced again. 
In the recapitulation of the work, Brahms uses orna-
menting technique in his treatment of the theme (example 45): 
• 
During the coda the theme is developed and at the end it is 
announced again but divided so that the first five bars con-
stitute one part and the second three, the other part. The 
49 
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augmented fourth of the key thus receives a strong rhythmic ac-
cent as being the end of the first division. 
In his orchestration, Brahms tends to treat the differen 
choirs as separate entities with little doubling between them. 
Each choir has material that is idiomatic to it though-he makes 
no such demands on the instrumentalists' virtuosity as Strauss 
does. In the example (example 46, page 51), the strings have 
a characteristic string figure. 
REGER 
Reger's work shows elements of both neo-classicism and 
Romanticism. The Hiller Variations show the utmost freedom of 
treatment of the variation form, in a typical Romantic vein; 
and his Bocklin Suite is a Romantic tone poem with overtones of 
impressionism. The Mozart Variations are stricter in form with 
their frequent use of the cantus firmus; and his passacaglias 
are characterized by strict use of the basso ostinato, though 
the ostinato themes are occasionally ornamented. His use of the 
fugue as a finale to both the Mozart and Hiller variations is al o 
a neo-classic influence. All his treatment of the variation for 
is characterized by melodic connection between the theme and its 
variations. Even the Mozart Variations, which Nelson3 classifie 
as character variations (owing to the extent to which they pre-
serve the original structure of the theme) have this character-
50 
3. Nelson, .Q.E.• cit. I 
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istic. 
His chaconne for violin is remarkable in that the notes 
of the original bass are preserved in spite of the fact that it 
is a piece for solo violin. The chromaticism of the harmony 
combined with Reger's neo-classic re gard for formal unity make 
this necessary (example 47): 
The bass line itself is also extremely chromatic and 
lacking in articulation; and to compensate for it, the harmonie 
change little from variation to variation. His strictness of 
approa ch in a mediwn 1·rhe r e s uch strictness is difficult to ob-
serve (solo violin) is to be contrasted with Liszt's freedom 
of approach in a medium (organ) where a strict ostinato is much 
more idiomatic. 
Reger's organ passacaglias have themes that are more 
articulated and have stronger outlines than the theme from 
Liszt's variations. Yet he preserves his themes more strictly 
except for occasional ornamentation. His themes show the 
influence of the chaconne rhythm. The Passacaglia from his 
opus 63 shows the typical passacaglia development. After t he 
announcement of the theme, a section in two and three part 
counterpoint follows. Then the movement gradually becomes more 
homophonic and builds up in sonority, dynamics, and faster note 
values. After the climax, the ostinato theme is introduced in 
the top voice with much simpler texture; and the build-up begins 
again toward a climactic ending. The passacaglia from the opus 
33 for organ contains a good example of ornamenting variation 
of the ostinato bass (example 48): 
In the Basso Ostinato from opus 69 the ostinato is litt]~ 
more than an ornamented pedal point (example 49): 
tP:• 1 rl r_IJ tl r It rJ i IJ r J 1 l 
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CHAPTER V 
THE CONTINUOUS VARIATION IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
In the contemporary period, where harmony is no longer 
a basis of organization, use of the ostinato as well as of other 
contrapuntal devices is so widespread, that it must be recognizee 
as a fundamental basis of composition. Even the piano, which 
~as the chief medium of the harmonic and structural variation 
forms, now sho\vs the influence of the contrapuntal idiom, an 
idiom which finds its most characteristic medium in ensemble 
music. 
Hindemith, one of the greatest figures of the period, 
makes more use of the basso ostinato than perhaps any other con-
temporary composer. There are nL~erous examples in his opera 
ncardillac"; the last movement of his String Quartet no. 4 (1924 
is a passacaglia;, "Nobilissima Visione" (1938) contains a passa-
caglia; in "Das Marienleben n (song cycle on a poem of Rainer 
' Maria Rilke)1 , the second song is a passacaglia, the eighth 
finishes with a basso ostinato, and the thirteenth has a basso 
ostinato. Sch8nberg makes use of cantus firmus techniques in 
b is Orchestral Variations (1929) and Benjamin Britten has a 
1. Original version opus no. 27 (1922-23). 
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passacaglia in his opera "Peter Grimes". Stravinsky uses 
ostinati in his "Concertina", in the "Duo Concertante" for violi 
and piano, and in the "Danse Russe" from Petrouchka. Shostako-
vich in his VIIth and VIIIth Symphonies uses ostinati. There 
are examples of ostinati in Alban Berg's "Vlozzeck" and in 
vJilliam Walton's "Henry V". 
Among American composers, there are such examples as 
the finale of Samuel Barber's First Symphony, Walter Piston's 
Passacaglia for Piano (1943), and an early passacaglia for 
piano by Aaron Copland. 
Two types of ostinati can be distinguished: those which 
have important melodic significance, such as are found in 
Hindemith; and those which are more in the nature of pedal 
points, such as are fovnd in the works of Stravinsky. In 
Eclogue I of Stravinsky's Duo Concertante, the following figure 
is repeated seventy-one times (example 50): 
It is essentially an ornamented pedal point on G with 
an upper and lower auxiliary note and with the lower auxiliary 
note transposed up an octave. The transposition of non-har-
monic tones an octave away from their notes of resolution is 
a technique common in the music of Debussy. Reduced to its 
55 
b~sic form, the figure would look like this (example 51): 
#-( •6'1 
In Stravinsky's Concertino, the following figure is used (ex-
ample 52): 
This figure might be considered either as a double pedal point 
or as a pedal on E with the G# an auxiliary note a third away. 
Shostakovich's use of the ostinato is similar to Stravin 
sky's and even more obvious. For example, in his VIIth Symphony 
fourth movement, the bass alternates between Eb and D except for 
cadential figures at the end of each phrase. According to 
Dorothy Slepian2 i t goes on like this for seven minutes. 
Among variants of the ostinato techniq~e might be men-
,. 
tioned Milhaud's Cinq Etudes in one of whose movements ("Fugues" ! 
four separate fugues are simultaneously presented over a re-
current bass figure which is transposed to begin on different 
notes. 
In the most recent works there is a trend away from 
dependence on contrapuntal devices, a trend which becomes 
~ noticeable around 1940, in such works as Hindemith's Theme and 
2. Dorothy Slepian, "The Use of Polyphonic Forms and 
Devices by Contemporary American Composers", unpublished Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Boston University Graduate School, 1946, p. 277. 
f 
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and Variations (the Four Temperaments'') and Dello Joio' s Varia-
tions, Chaconne, and Finale. 
~ ~ 
HINDEMITH - DAS I~RIENLEBEN 
Among the earliest of the works in which variations are 
included is "Das Marienleben", a song cycle based on a poem 
of Rainer J.Vlaria Rilke (opus 27, 1923). In Part I, "Darstellung 
MariM im Tempel" there · is a passacaglia. In Part II, ''Rast auf 
der Flucht nach lgypten" ends with a basso ostinato. In Part 
IV "Vom Tode Marill I" uses a basso ostinato and "Vom Tode Marilt 
II" is a theme and variations. 
In "Die Darstellung :Mari! im Tempeln ornamental varia-
tion of the bass theme is used (example 53): 
After three unornamented entries the bass theme is 
ornamented on the fourth entry. The music gains motion with 
the ornamentation of the theme, and 8th note triplet motion is 
introduced. The dynamics become generally louder. The sixth 
entry begins p but crescendos to f whereupon, in the seventh 
entry, the theme appears in the soprano while the triplet 
57 
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rhythm continues in the piano part. In the next entry the theme 
is again in the bass and unornamented while 16th note movement 
is gradually introduced. There is a decrescendo to p while the 
16th note movement becomes consistent; a gradual crescendo be-
gins, and the bass theme is ornamented again. When the ~ynamics 
increase to ff, the bass is sounded in octaves and unornamented. 
The 13th presentation reaches fff and then suddenly drops down 
top. At the fff climax the voice part climbs to a'', the high-
est note of the song. Up to this point there has been a con-
sistent increase in motion and a fairly consistent build-up of 
dynamics, but the 14th entry constitutes a complete contrast to 
the preceding entry. It begins pp with the motion in quarter 
and eighth notes and with the accompaniment in a high ~egi ster . 
It then builds up to poco f and 8th note triplet motion with 
the accompaniment still in a high register. As it reaches f, 
the motion changes to plain 8th notes; there is a decrescendo 
and a further slowing down of motion first to eighth and quarter 
notes, then to quarter notes. The accompaniment then subsides 
to the lower register, and the song ends pp • 
•• 
"Rast auf der Flucht riach Agypten" ends with an ostinato 
passage·. The ostinato is two bars long (example 54) and is 
e. 
repeated literally throughout the piece. The section begins 
pp, crescendos to f, and subsides a gain to pp. ·At the beginning 
the motion is in 8th notes. After a few triplet fi gures it goe J 
into 16t~otes. At the . dynamic climax the motion reverts to 8th 
notes and continues so until the end of the piece which is pp, 
and in the lower register .of the piano. Again the voice part 
has its highest note of the piece at the climax. 
"Vom Tode Iv ariM I" uses a basso ostinato but the form of 
the piece is not that of the passacaglia. The song is in three 
part form with the basso ostinato used in the first and third 
sections and with contrasting material in the middle section. 
The middle section uses art ostinato in the top voice of the 
piano (example 55): 
----~---------------------------------~>! ~ -
ll!bLJ2hi1f 1 tJ I ~v 
but the ostinato is occasionally modified (example 56): 
The plan of this song is similar to that used later in ·Val ter 
Piston's npassacaglia for Piano" (1943). 
H INDEivi I T H- 11 CARD ILLA C If 
The opera "Cardillac" (opus 39, 1926) contains a set of 
variations (Wechselgang, Variationen, no. 17 in the score). The 
59 
variations are continuous and based on a short theme which is 
sounded in unison at the first entry (example 57): 
The t heme appears in the bass rather infrequently, however, 
(only in four presentations) and in this respect the movement 
fails to meet Goetschius~s3 definition of a passacaglia, since 
Goetschius stresses the fact that the theme of a passacaglia 
is a bass melody which may appear only occasionally in a top 
voice. The treatment is less compl ex contrapuntally than much 
of Hindemith's work at that time. The fixed element is, how-
ever, definitely a melodic phrase. 
The purpose of dramatic music is primarily to reinforce 
the emotional atmosphere of the drama and not to ob~rude into 
the listener's consciousness purely as a musical form • . Critics 
of the ea rliest performances felt that they were bestowing thei 
highest praise when they said that one was not conscious of 
the fact that the music for the scene was in strict classical 
form. Alban Berg4 has expressed the sam~ view in regard to his 
own opera "vfozzeck", concerning which he says that the listener 
is not supposed to be conscious of the various forms employed 
in the music which accompanies the drama. · The use of su.ch 
3. Goetschius, Q£. cit. 
4. Alban Berg, The Handbook of Modern Composers. New 
York: Alfred Knopfi 1950, p. 431. 
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classical forms as the theme and variations or passacaglia in 
dramatic musi c is a means of organization of musical materials 
in an idiom which dispenses with harmonic organization. 
The continuous variations in Cardillac follow the plan 
of gradual build-up of motion and sonority characteristic of 
continuous variations. The first presentation of the theme is 
ff in unison. The second entry drops to p, and the music 
crescendos gradually to f in the tenth entry. It stays soft 
from the e~enth to the thirteenth entry and then builds up to 
ff at the sixteenth entry. It stays loud through the t wentieth. 
After the twentieth entry the treatment of the theme becomes 
free in the coda of the movement. The theme is ornamented in 
the second section, from the eleventh to the twentieth entry. 
Example 58 shows one of the ornamented forms of the theme: 
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H IN DEivdTH,.. ~'NOB ILI S I NA- VISIONE 11 
"Nobilissima Visione" (1938 ) contains an example of one 
of Hindemith's later works in the continuous variation form. 
The variations from "Nobilissima Visione" have as their theme 
a bass melody, and they fall under the classifi;cation of the 
passacaglia. Although counterpoint is still an important el e-
ment of the work, the most contrapuntal parts of movement are 
in the soft passages, and a more homophonic texture is used in 
the dynamic climaxes. At the beginning of the movement the tex-
ture is quite contrapuntal. The theme is first sounded in 
unison. The other voices then enter one at a time, and the 
material which each entering voice introduces is passed on to 
another voice in the succeeding entry. As the movement builds 
up in dynamics and motion, the texture becomes more homophonic; 
and a kind of doubling is used in which lines move in nearly 
the same rhythm. At the approach of the climax the strings 
have rushing scale passages. 
After the first climax of motion and sonority is reached, 
the music becomes suddenly soft a gain, and the theme appears in 
an upper voice (flute and glockenspiel in unison). The texture 
again becomes contrapuntal with a canon in octaves between flute 
and viola in the second entry of the second section. The move-
ment then builds up to a second climax in a manner similar to 
the first section. 
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In the contrapuntal passages, Hindemith uses different 
timbres to set off the individual lines. These timbres are 
often obtained by doubling; e.g., each of the strings may be 
doubled by a different wind instrument. In the more homophonic 
passages, contrast in the writing for different choirs is more 
apparent, though his tenancy is to use mixed timbres. 
BENJAMIN BRITTEN - "PETER GRIMES" 
Another interesting example of the basso ostinato is 
from Benjamin Britten's opera "Peter Grimes". Its musical 
material affords a contrast to the work of Hindemith's (dis-
cussed above). Here the ostinato theme is quite short, only tw 
and three-quarters measures, and is rather on the border line 
between a theme and an ornamented pedal. It is lacking in 
strong melodic character (example 59): 
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Ho"\'Tever, from the second, third, and fourth notes of the 
ostinato (an echappee figure) is evolved all the thematic mater-
ial of the piece. It is combined with a downward stepwise move-
ment (example 59, top line). The echappee figure is employed 
in building up coloristic passage s which maintain thematic uni 
in the work. The use of coloristic material that has thematic 
significance is typical of Britten's v'lork. For example, in the 
nstorm" interlude from the same opera, the coloristic "storm 
music" actually consists of a theme and its development. 
After the presentation of the theme in the bass, the 
viola enters in two part counterpoint (example 59, top line). 
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The viola theme is characterized by a descending diatonic move- • 
ment and the use of the echappee figure. The usual build-up of 
sonority and motion takes place and at the approach of the eli-
max, a version of the theme appears in the brass against color-
. , 
istic figuration in the strings based on the echappee figure 
(example 60) : 
After the climax, _the thematic material appears ppp in augmenta-
tion (example 61). It is then repeated in the high strings 
while the woodwinds take up another version of the same mater-
ial (example 62 ) • 
In the orchestration, there tends to be considerable 
doubling between winds and strings with. ho sharp contrasts in 
the type of material given to different instruments. The 
trumpets are given passages requiring great virtuosity . 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE SEC TIONAL VARIATION IN THE . 
TWENTIETH CENTURY 
INTRODUCTION 
'I 
i During the early period of contemporary musi·c, with the 
I advent of the neo-classic .movement, the majority of variations 
( 
were of the continuous type wi.th shor~ themes. These themes 
were typically bass.melodies, and, in the absence of a harmonic 
foundat ion, the presence of these melodies, usually literally 
repeated, served as the fixed element in variation works. 
Numerous examples of such variations , which may be classed as 
passacaglias, are found in Hindemi th rcardillac'! Fourth Quartet, 
11.Jobiiissima'· Visione''), Sch8nberg, Piston, etc. In the second 
quarter of the century , (ca. 1930) when the new idiom had be-
come more firmly established : and less extreme in its search 
for dissonant and tonal effects, the strict cantus firmus tech-
ni que could be somewhat relaxed; and with that relaxation the 
secti6nal variation reappeared. The Copland Pi~no Variations, 
with their free transposition of the notes of the melody to 
various octaves, and with their free treatment of the rhythm 
of the me lody, heralded the de parture from the strict cantus 
firmus style. The Copland Variations were not, however, truly 
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sectional; they lacked the fully developed theme of the sectiona 
variation form. 
Hindemith's Theme and Variations "The Four Temperaments" 
and the third movement of his Eb Quartet (1943) are both sec-
tional, and in neither is the strict cantus firmus treatment 
present. Sectional variations without cantus fi rmus are also 
found in Bartok's Violin Concerto (1941), second movement. 
Sectional variations are of two types,- those which 
preserve the structure of the theme, and those which do not. 
The kind which preserves the structure of the theme may be 
termed nst ructural variations " and that which does not, TTfree 
variations". They have their nineteenth century prototypes in 
the structural variations of Brahms and the free variations of 
Schumann . The variations of H:i:ndemith ·and Bartok, mentioned 
in the previous paragraph, are structural variations. 
Examples of structural variations in contemporary Amer-
ican music are Norman Dello Joio's variations in the "Varia-
tions, Chaconne, and Finale" for symphony orchestra (1948) , the 
variations in Copland's "Appalachian Spring" (1945 )_, and the 
variations from Irving Fine's nMusic for Piano n . ( 1949). 
HINDEMITH - DAS IviARigNLEBEN 
Among the earliest examples of the sectional variation 
in contemporary idiom is "Vom Tode IVIaria II" from Hindemith' s 
"Das Marienleben". The theme is in an abbreviated two-part 
67 
form and is only eleven bars long (example 63): 
It is scarcely the fully developed theme characteristic 
, f the sectional variation form. An ostinato figure is used in 
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I 
II 
j the bass in seven of the eleven bars (see example 63). The 
I variations are highly contrapuntal. Variations III and IV are 
! canons, and canonic imitation is used frequently throughout the 
I 
song . The first presentation of the theme is in the piano. In 
the first variation the voice has a slightly ornamented version 
of the theme. The accompaniment is changed though it makes use 
of the ostinato figure from the theme. The figure that begins 
in the top voice in the second half of the third bar of the them 
is imitated in a three voiced canon at the octave in this varia-
tion. In the second variation the theme is divided between the 
, right and left hands of the piano in alternate bars while the 
ostinato alternates with the theme. Variation III is a oanon 
at the major sixth .with the bass sometimes taking part in the 
imitation. Variation IV is a canon at the minor sixth. Varia-
tion V has an introduction based on the ostinato figure from 
the theme, and the theme and ostinato then appear in augmenta-
tion. The voice part in one place has a fi gure from the theme 
in original tempo a gainst the augmentation. The variation ends 
t~ With a coda based on the material of the introduction. Varia-
~ tion VI has the ostinato fi gure in imitation in the piano, 
!while the voice has a mildly ornamented version of the theme. 
The theme is not played in its entirety. The song ends pp. 
AARON COPLAND-PIANO VARIATIONS (1930) 
Among the earliest works which show marked deviation 
from the strict contrapuntal style in variation vrriting are the 
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Piano Variations of Aaron Copland. They were written in 1930, 
a period which was, for Copland, one of experimentation; a time 
in which the idiom of his mature works was in the process of 
formation. This was the period of "Vitebsk", in which he ex-
perimented with quarter tones. 
Example 64 (on page 71) shows the theme and the melodic 
line of the first three variations eliminating octave transposi-
tions of the individual notes of the theme. The theme, as 
Eschman points out1 , consists of a thesis and an antithesis. 
The thesis is subdivided into two element~and the antithesi s 
is more continuous and ends with a brief reference to the 
material of the thesis, A B 
aa' ba" 
Octave transposi tions 
are a consistent feature of the variationsJand in places the 
theme is spread out through three octaves. The theme is in C# 
!minor and has a strong harmonic feelin g though the harmonic i m-
• 
plications are notsupported by the other voices. Expressionisti 
influences are found in the treatment of the material. Schgn-
berg 's twelve-tone system is characterized by the fact that the 
notes of a tone row can be u sed eithe r melodically or as the 
notes of a chord, and this vertical use of the notes of the 
melody is found in the Piano Variations. In Example 65, from 
the second variation> all the notes used, vertically and 
horizontally, are notes of the theme. (In the example the 
notes a re numbered in order of their occ.urence in the theme). 
1
--
1 1. Karl Eschman, Changing Forms in Ivlodern Music. Bos-
ton: ~. c. Schirmer, 1945, pp . 121-2. 
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In Variation 13 the notes of the theme are used crabwise as an 
embellishment (example 66). This variation is in Eb: 
There are also some examples of canon, though the canons are 
not carried very far (example 67~ variationl): 
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Not all of the variations follow the structure of the theme. 
In the third variation the first three notes of the theme are 
used as an ostinato, while the top voice uses the notes of the 
B section of the theme. In the fourteenth variation the B 
section is repeated and changes as follows: 
A B B 
a a' b a'' baa' a'' 
The fifteenth variation continues the pianistic figure of b in 
the fourteenth and reverts to the original form. The sixteenth 
differs from the original form in that the whole of the A sec-
tion is recapitulated instead of only half. In the last varia-
tion before the coda the connection with the theme is more 
obscure and the variation is extended. The connection with the 
theme is chiefly rhythmic. 
There are frequent changes of key from variation to 
variation. The sixth variation is in ~-minor. The tenth is 
in D, the eleventh and twelfth in Eb. 
In the Piano Variations Copland makes percussive use 
of the piano with frequent minor seconds and major sevenths. 
The fact that the first and third, and second and fourth notes 
of the theme are a minor second away from each other is used 
in the vertical combination. The composition lacks consistent 
build-up of dramatic tension or contrast in treatment that 
characterizes the best works in this form. 
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HINDEiviiTH ;- "DER SCHWANENDREHER" 
The later works which we discuss differ from the Cop-
land npiano Variations" in that the themes are more fully 
developed; they are true themes of the kind characteristic of 
sectional variations. Copland's work , the earliest of the 
group, is somewhat of a hybrid between the continuous and sec-
tional forms. 
One of the earlier example s of variations on a fully 
developed theme in the twentieth century is contained in Paul 
Hindemith 's "Der Schwanendreher" (1935) . The theme is in bin-
ary form with the first section repeated and the second ex-
tended. "Der Schwanendrehern, like Franck's "Variations 
Symphoniques" 2 is an example of variation form applied to a 
concerto instrumentation. Here the solo instrument is the 
viola. Most of the variations correspond measure for measure 
with the theme. Several of the variations keep the theme as a 
cantus firmus (variations 2, 6, 7). Others are ornament ing 
variations (1, 3, 4, 8). There are transition passages between 
several of the variations. 
In some cases (e.g., var. 1) the me lody is ornamented 
and the key scheme changed. In others (e.g., var. 8) notes of 
the theme are chromatically altered. In variation 5 new mat-
j erial is substituted for the original melody, and though the 
2. Loc. cit., p. 29. 
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structure of the theme is observed, measure for measure cor-
respondence is not found. 
Examples of Hindemith's use of the concerto instrumen-
tation can be seen in variation 3 where ornamenting variation 
in the solo viola alternates with literal repetitions of 
phrases of the theme in the orchestra. In the seventh varia-
tion the viola has ornamented figurati on against a cantus 
firmus. 
Contrapuntal devices, while not used as much as in 
earlier works such as "Das Ivlarienlebenn still find their ap-
pliqation. In addition to the use of cantus firmus, severai 
canons are employed. After the third variation, new material 
is introduced in t he viola and imitat-ed in the cello and bass. 
' 
This new material is recapitulated in the ·tonic k~y in a lit-
eral transposition after the eighth variation. In the seventh 
) 
variation the flutes and oboes carry the theme and are imitate 
by the bassoon and contrabass. 
BELA BARTOK7"' VIOLIN CONC ERTO, SECOND MOVEMENT 
The theme of the second movement of Bartok's Violin 
Concerto (1938) is structurally t wice as long as the Copland3 
theme. It modulates to the dominant at the end of the first 
section (which structurally corresponds to the whole of the 
Copland theme) and then modulates back to the tonic. EaQh of 
3. Loc. cit., p. 69. 
the variations follows the structure closely, although in some, 
the melodic material is quite far removed from the ttleme. Ex-
ample 68 gives the melodic line of the theme with that of the 
first variation beneath it so that the two may be compared 
(see pa ge 77). It can be seen that they correspond element 
for element. The second variation is in E. Example 69 shows 
the theme (transposed to E) together with the beginning of the 
second variation. The variations preserve the general direc-
tion of movement, the arch of the theme, so that the climax 
comes at the same point each time. The movement is largely 
a violin solo with orchestral accompaniment. 
There is decided contrast in character between varia-
tions. The first variation flows smoothly in sixteenth notes. 
The second is tranquil with less notes than the theme. The 
third is energetic and dissonant with numerous seconds and 
sevenths in double stops for the violin. It is perhaps far-
ther removed from the theme than any of the other variations, 
and this fact also heightens its feeling of dramatic energy. 
The feeling is further heightened by the obscuring of the 
tonality. Example 70 (see page 78) shows part of this variatio 
with the corresponding section of the theme. The fourth varia-
.tion is lento with the orchestra maintaining the thematic 
structure against virtuoso figuration in the violin during the 
first section. In the antithesis of the first section the 
orchestra has a canon, and in the second section the violin 
takes part in the canon. 
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The fifth variation is alle gro scherzando, the sixth 
comodo with the strings carrying the thematic burden pizzicato 
in three part canon, while the solo violin has a heterophonic 
elaboration of the top voice. The theme then returns in its 
original form p and then fades away ppp at the end . 
HDiJ DElVJITR 
TH illvlE AND VARI ATIONS ("THE FOUR TElViP~RAMENTS") 
The Theme a.nd Variations ("The Four Temperaments") 
(1940) is a complete work in variation form. In regard to 
the programmatic aspect of the music, the subject depicted, 
"The Four Temperaments", is admirably fitted to the classical 
concept of variation form. "The Four Temperaments" applies to 
the four types of personality recognized by the sixteenth and 
seventeenth century physicians. In terms of variation forn1 it 
provides a basis for cont rast between the character of the 
variations, a cqntrast which is fundamental to the sectional 
variation form. Hindemith's treatment can be contrasted with 
Bernstein's in his symphony "The Age of Anxiety" wpere treat-
ment of the variation form arises from an analogy drawn be-
tween the musical form and the subject matter of Auden's 
poem. In Bernstein's4words: 
4. Leonard Bernstein, Boston Symphony Orchestra 
Pro gram Notes on The Age of Anxiety, 1948-49, VIII, December 
10, p. 390 ff. 
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This is a series of variations which differ from 
conventional variations in that they do not vary 
any one common theme. Each variation seizes upon 
some feature of the preceding one and .develops it, 
introducing, in the course of the development, some 
counter feature upon which the next variation seiz·es . 
It is a kind of musical fission, which corresponds to 
the reasonableness and almost didactic quality 6f 
the fourfold discussion. 
Strauss 's "Don Quixote" is another example of the . use of · 
analogies with a work of literature as the basis for the workin 
out of a theme and variations. Strauss uses leitmotifs ·and. com~ 
bines them in accordance with the depiction of incidents 
I described in cervante s ' s : s tory. 
In the Hindemith work the musical form is of primary 
importance. The placing of the "Choleric" va'riation last pro-
vides the work with an appassionato finish. 
"The Four Temperaments" is in five sections and con-
sists of a theme and four variations. The theme itself is in 
three sections and consists of three fully developed themes. 
~xample 71 (page 81) shows one of the themes. It is in rounded 
binary form. Each one of the three themes is more fully de-
veloped than the theme used ·as a basis fdr variations in "Das 
Marienleben". 
In the variations the structure of the theme is ob-
served though the sections are sometimes expanded (see example 
72, page 82). 'rhe rhythm of the theme is altered in the varia-
tions and ornamenting technique is used. The changes in 
character are accomplished by r.hythmic and dynami c changes and 
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changes in register and orchestration. Here is an example (no. 
73, page 82) showing how the rhythm of the theme is varied. 
HINDEl'JliTH-Eb QUARTET, THIRD liiiOVEIVIENT 
The theme of the third movement of Hindemith's Eb quar-
tet is in B and is in three part form with the first and third 
sections repea~ed; AA B A'A '. The first variation is also in 
B. It might be termed a pe~tive variation since it is less 
ornamented than the theme. Two measures of the variation cor-
respond to three measures of the theme; all the notes are 
notes of the theme (example 74, page 83). The second variation 
is in G and here three measures of the variation correspond to 
four measures of the theme (example 7f:J, page 83) . The rhythm 
and texture of this variation is reminiscent of the second 
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variation of the second movement of Beethoven's Piano Sonata, 
opuslll. These variations come closer to being pure ornament-
ing variations than those of the other two works. In the third 
variation the melody is in the lower strings a gainstfiguration 
in the upper. The third section is modified and the modulation 
changed; but the form is kep~ and the theme is little altered 
(example 76, page$)). The last variation is again an orna-
menting variation>and the movement is brought to a close in 
spirited fashion (example 77, page 83). The Hindemith varia-
tions are more conservative than the Bartok in maintaining a 
close relationship with the theme. His string quartet writing 
is polyphonic in texture. 
COPLAND - "APPALACHIAN SPRING" 
Of the examples mentioned, the simplest in treatment 
1 is the variations from Aaron Copland's "Appalachian Spring". 
"Appalachian Spring", .. a ballet, stems from Copland's most re-
cent period, in which he strives, through simplicity of ex-
pression, to reach a wider public than that of the ordinary 
concert-going audience. As he says in his book "Our New 
Music"5: 
During the years I began to feel an increasing 
dissatisfaction with the relations of the music 
loving public and the living composer. The old 
"special public" of the modern music concerts had 
fallen away and the conventional concert public 
5. ·Aaron Copland, Our New I'<iusic~. New York, London, 
McGraw- Hill, 1941, Vfuittlesey House. 
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continued apathetic or indifferent to anything 
but the established classics. It seemed to me 
that we composers were in danger of working in 
a vacuum. Moreoves an entirely new public had 
grown up around tne r~dio and phonograph. It 
made no sense to i gnore them and continue writ-
ing as if they did not exist. I felt that it was 
worth the effort to see if I couldn't say what I 
had to say in the simplest possible terms. 
The theme which Copland chose for his variations re-
flects his philosophy both in the fact that it is folk song 
and in the subject of its text. The theme is a Shaker melody 
entitled nsimple Gifts"6• The text follows: 
'Tis the gift to be simple 
'Tis the gift to be free 
'Tis the gift to come down 
Where we ought to be 
And when we find ourselves 
In the place just right 
'Twill be in the valley 
Of love and delight 
When true simplicity is gained 
To bow and to bend we shan't be 
ashamed 
To turn, turn will be our delight 
Till by turning, turning we 
come round right 
The borrowed tune is used almost literally. The treat 
ment of the theme is in keeping with the idea of simplicity. 
It is always present literally with no ornamentation, in a 
manner reminiscent of Ravel's "Bolero". Here is the theme 
(example 78, page 86): 
6. Edward D. Andrews, The Gift to be Simple. 
York: J. J. Augustin, 1940, p. 136. 
New 
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It is first sounded by the clarinet with the accompani-
ment of the flute and hanp in octaves. The accompaniment is 
extremely simple and uses only the tonic and dominant notes of 
the key (Ab). The first variation is in Gb with the theme 
played without ornamentation by the oboe and bassoon in octaves 
while the trumpets sustain the tonic and dominant notes in 
alternation. In bars eight to twelve of this variation the 
melody is also doubled by clarinets and the accompaniment by 
flutes. Between the first and second variations is a brief 
interlude introducing an obligato figure which is maintained 
throughout the variation (example 79): 
The accompaniment still contains little but the tonic, 
dominant, and subdominant notes. This variation is also in Gb. 
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The trombone carries the theme, doubled by the violas. After 
the first half of the first section of the theme, the horns 
and violins enter in canon at the octave with the trombones and 
violas at a distance of one bar. The horns and violins play 
the first phrase while the canon is maintained. The variation 
uses only. the first phrase of the original theme. Structurally 
it can be considered that the trombone entry is introductory 
and that the horns and violins have the first phrase of the 
theme in augmentation, so that half the theme is played at 
half t he tempo, and the original structure is maintained. 
Another brief interlude follovvs with a modulation to C. In 
the third variation the trumpet carries the theme accompanied 
by the trombone moving rhythmically note for note with the 
trumpet . The variation is piinctuated by rushing scale pas-
sages in C ma jor in the strings. The second section of the 
theme is echoed by the woodwinds at the end of the variation. 
Here the bassoon, which enters half a bar early, carries the 
melody of the first section (altered after its first few bars) 
while the upper woodwinds play the second section of the theme. 
In the last variation the theme is played by the tutti with all 
except the bass (which has sustained notes) moving in the note 
values of the theme. The variation is played fff and the 
movement concludes with a climax of sonority. 
I 
I RVING FINE ::- 'l·IU SIC FOR PIA NO , 
Irving Fine's "Music f or Piano " exemplifies the "St yle 
galant " adapted to contemporary idiom. The titles of the 
pieces s how the roc·oco influence: t hey include a prelude, 
gavotte, and variations. The rococo influence is seen also in 
· the melodic style, with its simplicity, and brevity of thematic 
motives, and in the piano writing with its lightness of texture 
and rest raint in t he use of sonorities. 
The theme is in three part form with t he first section 
beginning and ending in B and the mi ddle section beginning and 
ending in G. The recapitulation is somewhat expanded. The 
middle section, though in a contrasting key, contains no new 
material, but simply de.velops the first idea presented. The 
I form of the t heme is what Apel? calls a "closed form", since the 
sections are tonally independent of ea ch other, ea ch one ending 
with a f ull cadence in the key in which it begins. The f ir s t 
varia tion maintains t he overall structure of the original t heme, 
with straightforward referenc e s to the original melodic line. 
The inner structure of the ·first section is slightly modified 
and consists of an a a' structure instead of being one contin-
uous phrase. 
In the second variation the r eference to the melody is 
7. Apel, .2.£• cit., "Binary and Ternary Form". 
$$ 
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less obvious though still not obscure. The form, however, is . 
modified to a t~m part form: the first part cadences in the 
dominant and the second part is modulatory with a brief re-
capitulation at the end. Thus the form is changed from a 
"closed" structure to an "openn structure. This variation is 
in G. The last variation returns to the original structure of 
the theme, but the melody has become still more obscured • 
NORMAN DELLO JOIO- VARIATIONS, 
CHACONNE , AND FINALE· 
The pairing of the classical forms of the variation and 
the chaconne is an unusual feature of Delle Joio's "Variations, 
Chaconne, and Finale" (1948) for symphony orchestra. The 
variations are built on a theme of folk-song character, qu~te 
diatonic, and with no modulations. It is in two-p~rt form (ex-
ample 80): 
The technique of ndurchbrochene Arbeit" is consistently 
used throughout the movement, and even in the first presentatio1 
the theme is divided amongst various instruments and different 
registers. The first five bars are played by the solo oboe, 
the second by flute and clarinet in octaves; the next two by 
the violin in its lowest register; the next three by oboe and 
clarinet in octaves; t he next bar by violin, bass clarinet, and 
bassoon in octaves; and the last three bars by cello and bass 
in octaves. Throughout the variations the structure of the 
theme is maintained, though the melody is sometimes consider-
ably altered, and measure for measure correspondence is not 
preserved. Distant modulations are frequently introduced. The 
first variation sets the pattern. It is in G and begins with 
an obligato figure which is to accompany the first section or 
the theme and the fra gmentary recapitulation at the end of the 
second section (example 81): 
The first phrase of the variation enters in the horn and is 
repeated by the bassoon and cello in octaves (example 82): 
Jft.. 8'!2. 
The phrase is derived from the second half of the first bar and 
the second bar of the theme. The second section of the varia-
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tion begins in a contrasting register in the violins (example 
83) : 
Then two bars are interpolated modulating to Eb. The frag-
mentary recapitulation begins in Eb in the bass clarinet, bas-
soon, and cello, accompanied by the original obligato figure. 
Three more bars are interpolated introducing the tonic key (G) 
and the variation ends with two bars from the original theme. 
The second variation is comparatively straightforward. 
It is also in G, with the second section beginning in A. Var-
iation III has a long introduction in the course of which the 
first motive of the theme enters in Eb, in augmentation. The 
variation proper, in the original key (G) begins with an orna-
mented version of the theme divided between flutes and lower 
strings doubled by bass clarinet. It is not a strict ornament-
/ ing variation but the original structure is maintained. Varia-
tion IV follows a similar pattern. It has an introdu9tion vrhicr 
uses part of the theme in augmentation, while the variation 
proper uses a motive of the theme in diminution. Between sec-
tions of the variation the augmented motive of the introduction 
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is interpolated. Variation V is chiefly an ornamenting varia-
tion and the final variation is free until the end where it 
introduces the end of the theme literally. 
Among the free variations are the first part of Leonard 
Bernstein's Second Symphony for Piano and Orchestra, entitled 
"The Age of Anxiety'', and Roy Harris's nThree Variations on a 
Theme", for _string quartet. 
LEONARD BERNSTEIN::- 11 THE AGE OF ANXI ETY" 
The Bernstein Symphony is a programmatic work based on 
the ~'f . H. Auden poem, "The Age of Anxietyn. Besides being 
structurally free, the variations involve an unusual technique,1 
Instead of varying a common theme, each variation takes a 
1 
motive from the preceding variation and develops it. The tech-
nique has programmatic significance since it corresponds to 
the method in which the conversation develops between the 
characters in the poem. Though the procedure may afford an 
accurate analogy to the way in which a conversation takes its 
course after a few cocktails (with one subject growing into 
another), it is questionable as to whether it affords the 
unity desirable in a musical composition. 
There are two sets of seven variations, each laid out 
according to the above plan. For example , the theme ends with 
a descending scale passage (example 84, page 93): 
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The basis of the first variation is the following figure (ex-
ample 85): ----~~----~~~~--~~~~~~----
During the course of the variation the following figure is 
introduce~d_2~~~~~~~----------------------~----~~~ 
The second variation is based upon the following figure (ex-
ample 87)~. ------~----------------------------------
Bernstein8 mentions some of the programmatic implications of 
the work. The use of the piano represents the composer himself 
'rhe descending scale passage at the end of the theme (example 
84, ~b9ve) represents the descent into the realm of the uncon-
scious. The piano is used as a solo instrument apd makes great 
virtuoso demands of the performer. 
8. Bernstein, ££• cit., p. 79. 
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ROY HARRI S - · r HR EE VARIATIONS ON A 
TH&Vili • FOR STRING ~ARTET 
Roy Harris's Second String Quartet is entitled "Three 
Varia tions on a Theme". The sections of the work are simply 
n~bered I, II and III, with no theme indicated. The first 
section is 239 bars long. As is typical of Harris's themes, 
i t w1folds without recapitulation and bears no resemblance t o 
the usua l two- or three-part brief themes that are the b~sis 
for s t ructural variations. From the very nature of the themat i< 
ma t er ial and the length of the sections, there can be no struc-
tural variation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has traced the development of the theme 
and variations from Brahms to the present, noting the effects 
upon variation techniques of medium, idiom, artistic credo of 
the period, and the individuality of the composer. In the 
nineteenth century the main trend was that of Romanticism, 
v'lhose musical characteristics were: (1) lack of emphasis on 
form; (2) influences of literature and the fine arts on 
music; (3) the concept of program music and the leitmotif with 
its translation into music of extra-musical ideas; (4) exploit.;.. ·· 
ation of harmonic and tonal chromaticism to the point where 
their functional aspects began to disappear, and they became 
purely coloristic. 
The characteristic media of the period were the piano 
and the orchestra. In the field of the variation the free 
variation became the principal manifestation of variation 
forms. In the fact that it depended purely on melodic motives 
for its connection with the theme, it allowed full reign to 
the coloristic possibilities of harmony. The melodic approach 
also allowed for exploitation of the gigantic Romantic orches-
tra~ The free compination of motives provided a framework for 
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endowing the motives with extra-musical associations so that 
the motives could be combined according to the dictates of a 
program. 
Within the broad framework of Romanticism individual 
differences are apparent. In the field of variation writing 
Brahms is the most conservative, Richard Strauss the most 
radical. Brahms wrote variations which were structurally fixed 
and showed proper balance between harmonic and melodic elements~ 
The more chromatic the harmony, the more he used melodic ele-
ments to preserve the balance between fixed and variable ele-
ments. Though his harmony was chromatic, his use of modula-
tion did not cease to be functional; though he might alter the 
modulation at the end of a section in a binary theme, the 
I modulation was always there to preserve the formal structure. 
I 
I 
In the Strauss variations modulation lost its functional pur-
pose and became purely coloristic. Strauss also took over the 
technique of the leitmotif and program music. 
\"lith the development of contemporary music in the twen-
tieth century traditional harmony ceased to exist, and melody 
became the sole link between theme and variation. With the 
passing of Romanticism new at-tention was paid to musical form; 
with the absence of harmony contrapuntal devices became the 
method of organization of musical materials. As to medium., 
the melodic approach led to greater stress on ensemble than on 
piano music; and the reaction a gainst the gigantism of Ro-
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manticism led to stress on chamber ensembles. 
In the field of variation the passacaglia and basso 
ostinato, as the most contrapuntal of variation forms, became 
the most important. The sectional variation was quite rar.e in 
the earliest period; and when it occurred, it was quite contra-
puntal in treatment. For example, in "Vom Tode . lViaria II " fr om 
Hindemith's "Das Marienleben", the theme itself uses an ostinatc 
in the accompaniment, and the variations are full of contra -
puntal devices. 
As the new idiom attained maturity, the stress on 
counterpoint as a means of organization lessened_. The Copland 
"P i ano Variations" ( 1930) shm"l departure from the strict con-
trapuntal approach. The trend becomes more pronounced with the 
registra tion and orchestration, rather than contrapuntal tech-
niques. 
Very recently the free variat ion has made its re-
I appearance in the Four Variations on a Theme for String Quartet 
by Roy Harris and t he symphony "The Age of Anxietyn by Leonard 
Bernstein. In Bernstein's work, organization of musical mater-
ials is influenced by the extra-musical associations with a 
! literary work. 
If, then, we resolve the spiral of historical change 
into its constituent elements: viz., the straight line trend 
97 
and the pendulwn trend, we find that onto the straight line 
' trend of change in idiom, we have superimposed the swing from 
classicism to Romanticism; from organization to inspiration; 
or, as Whitehead terms it: from discipline to freedom existing 
in a complete cycle during the period under observation.9 
From Schumann to Bernstein the swing is complete,- Romanticism 
to Classicism and back again to Romanticism. 
9. A. N. W'nitehead, The Aims of Education. New York: 
Macmillan, 1929, chapter 3. 
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